
KOK open call. KOK open call.
for artists and badasses



KOK is a t-shirt brand based in london. 
 
the anarchic offspring of three unstable italians attracted to the oddness of the 
street and its gnarly dwellers.  

captivating snapshots expose the dramatic and comical discomfort of life and 
explore the absolute experience of being human. 

approach: irreverent / twisted / ironic / confused / provocative / raw  

KOK t-shirts are 100% organic cotton and realised with direct digital printing.

KOK is scouting for artists excited to enrich its visual storytelling through creative 
branding. 

the open call is directed to visual artists, illustrators, graphic designers, 
photographers, video makers, writers and sculptors interested in interpreting KOK 
aesthetics through their artistic means. the creative pieces will be produced in various 
formats and will aim to tell the story and mood of the brand.

purpose

KOK open call / june 2021



KOK website and photographs should be taken 
as main references. from there the artists are 
encouraged to explore using their own visual 
language.

you are free to create brand 
new material but also to 
manipulate KOK content. you 
may focus on the whole brand 
aesthetics or on the singles t-
shirt stories. 

you can space from refined 
works such as polished 
photography and awesome 
illustrations, to crazy branding 
such as collages, painting on 
photos, body expression and 
street tags. use your medium 
to explore your creativity!

getkok.com

brand references

output creative branding examples 

guidelines

http://getkok.com


award

selection process

submission requirements

the submission is free of charge and open to anyone.  
each candidate can submit up to 12 works. 

the deadline for submitting proposals is august 5, 2021 at 12am bst. 
by that date, candidates must send an email to store@getkok.com, indicating in the email 
subject ‘brand my kok’.  wetransfer links are accepted. 

required attachments for the submission:  

> application form fully completed in english or italian (download here) 
> works in the following formats: 

picture - jpg, png, tiff 
video - mov, mp4 
music - mp3, wav, aiff 

you are welcome to add a description of  your work.

the selection of the candidates will be the exclusive responsibility of the 
KOK team. the guidelines for the selection are the artistic research quality, the common 
line with our mission and the respect of the submission requirements. 

the candidates might be excluded for the following: 
- failure to submit all required documentation 
- explicit incompatibility with the KOK mission

the selected works will be featured on KOK platforms, events or future publications.  

KOK team will personally contact the winners by email. all winners will gain visibility 
through KOK official communication channels.

mailto:store@getkok.com
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dee62593604e93ed7b3ed73/t/60b6833c547cf55d6b22fba4/1622573884358/brand+my+KOK_Application+Form.pdf


consent

each candidate expressly authorises KOK to process the personal data transmitted, in 
accordance with the new european legislation on data processing (eu regulation no. 679 / 
2016) of gdpr, also for the inclusion in databases operated 
by such persons. each participant freely grants to KOK all the rights for the 
reproduction of images, videos and texts entitled to the magazine realisation, 
for the publication on KOK official website and social profiles, and for any 
other type of organisation’s communication, promotion and activities. KOK team 
will retain the right to make a final decision on everything that is not specified in this 
communication. the organisation reserves the right to make changes 
to the notification when necessary. enrolment in the competition means complete and 
unconditional acceptance of the articles in this regulation.

for general question please send your enquiries to: store@getkok.com

to partecipate  
fill out the application form
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